Multiphoton Ionization and Dissociation of Diazirine: A Theoretical and Experimental Study†
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Multiphoton ionization and dissociation processes in diazirine have been studied experimentally via 304–325 nm two-photon absorption and theoretically by using the EOM-CCSD and B3LYP methods. The electronic structure calculations identified two excited valence states and four Rydberg states in the region 4.0–8.5 eV. In one-photon excitation, the strongest absorption is to the 21A1(3pπ → n) Rydberg state, whereas in two-photon absorption at comparable energies the first photon excites the low-lying 11B2 (π* → n) valence state, from which the strongest absorption is to the dissociative valence 11A2 (π* → σNN) state. The diazirine ion is calculated to be rather unstable, with a binding energy of only 0.73 eV and a geometry that resembles a weakly bound CH2···N2 complex. In the experimental studies, resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) experiments show no ions at the parent diazirine mass but only CH+ ions from dissociative photoionization. It is proposed that weak one-photon absorption to the 11B2 state is immediately followed by more efficient absorption of another photon to reach the 11A2 state from which competition between ionization and fast dissociation takes place. Strong signals of CH+ ions are also detected and assigned to 2 + 1 REMPI via the D2Π (υ′ = 2) ← X2Π (υ′′ = 0) two-photon transition of CH fragments. Velocity map CH+ images show that CH(X, υ′ = 0, N′′) fragments are born with substantial translational energy, indicating that they arise from absorption of two photons in diazirine. It is argued that two-photon processes via the 11B2 intermediate state are very efficient in this wavelength range, leading predominantly to dissociation of diazirine from the 11A2 state. The most likely route to CH(X) formation is isomerization to isodiazirine followed by dissociation to CH + HN2. In agreement with other theoretical papers, we recommend revisions of the heats of formation of diazirine and diazomethane.

1. Introduction

Diazirine (c-CH2N2) belongs to the family of isoelectronic molecules known as “16-electron molecules”, which have attracted considerable attention for decades because of the inherent complexity of their photodissociation dynamics and certain similarities in their properties.1,2 In addition, HNCO, H2CNN, and H2CCCO, all members of this family, are known to have structural isomers.1–16

Of these molecules, the least studied is the H2CN2 group, mainly due to the instability of its prototype member, diazomethane, and its cyclic counterpart diazirine. Recently, it has become possible to produce stable molecular beams of these species, and studies of their photophysics and photochemistry in highly excited states have begun, aided by high-level electronic structure calculations. In previous papers, we described the two-photon excitation of diazomethane to 3p Rydberg states and discussed its electronic structure and couplings among its excited states.17,18 In the present Article, we report first results on the two-photon dissociation of diazirine, specifically the formation of CH products, as well as electronic structure calculations on its excited and ionized states.

Diazirines contain a three-membered ring composed of one carbon atom and two double-bonded nitrogen atoms. Although diazomethane had been known since the 1920s, diazirines were first synthesized only in the 1960s.19–22 However, due to their structural uniqueness and their roles as precursors of carbenes, much has been learned since then about their spectroscopy, photochemistry, and thermal decomposition.22 For the prototype diazirine (c-CH2N2), the simplest member of the group, the lowest lying UV absorption bands were assigned to the structured 11B2 ← 11A1 (π* → n) system with a band origin at 31 187 cm−1 (320.65 nm).21,23 Its VUV absorption spectrum shows an intense, structureless band centered at 145–185 nm as well as diffuse structures at ~120–143 nm.24 The vertical (adiabatic) ionization energy (IE) of diazirine was determined experimentally at 10.75 eV (10.3 eV), and the ion’s low-lying excited states are at 13.25 eV (12.8 eV) and 14.15 eV (14.15 eV).25 Paulett and Ettinger reported the 298 K heat of formation of diazirine ΔHf°298 = 79.3 kcal/mol,26,27 whereas Lauffer and Okabe obtained 60.6 < ΔHf°298 ≤ 66 kcal/mol.24

Although significant experimental work has been carried out since the 1960s, the level of theoretical studies during this early period was too low to provide reliable information on excited states. With the availability of high-level electronic structure computer codes, a renewed effort to elucidate the electronic structure of diazirines/diazo compounds and their decomposition mechanisms was initiated in the 1990s.10–13,28–30 The molecular structure of c-CH2N2, its related cation, and its ionization energy were the subject of several investigations.31,32 Electronically excited states and energy differences among isomers were also calculated.13,28

Whereas several aspects of diazirine’s photochemistry on the lowest excited state 11B2 have been discussed,10,11,33 little is known from experiment and theory about photodissociation on higher electronic states, and in particular about multiphoton
disassociation pathways. By combining high-level electronic structure calculations and photofragment laser spectroscopic experiments in molecular beams, we were able to investigate the photodissociation of c-CH$_2$N$_2$ following two-photon absorption. In the only previous molecular beam study, diazirine was excited to the 1$^1$B$_2$ $\rightarrow$ 1$^1$A$_1$ origin band, and fluorescence, tentatively assigned to emission from high vibronic levels of the excited 1$^1$B$_2$ state of the singlet methylene product, was observed.\textsuperscript{34}

We have adapted the traditional preparation method of diazirine\textsuperscript{20,35} to molecular beam studies and used resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) complemented by dc slice velocity map imaging (VMI)\textsuperscript{36} to detect CH (X$^2$Π) photodissociation fragments. Specifically, CH products from two-photon dissociation were detected by $2 + 1$ REMPI at the dissociation wavelength (one-color experiment) using the D$^2$Π (v' = 2) $\rightarrow$ X$^2$Π (v'' = 0) intermediate transition (where the double arrow indicates two-photon transition). The dc sliced images of CH$^+$ ions were anisotropic and typical of those of a perpendicular transition and fast dissociation. Several channels are discussed as possible sources of CH(X$^2$Π) fragments, and the results suggest that the predominant pathway is two-photon absorption by the parent molecule followed by isomerization to isodiazirine and subsequent dissociation to CH + HN$_2$.

2. Experimental Details

The experimental arrangement has been described before,\textsuperscript{17,18,37,38} and therefore only procedures that have changed are discussed in detail. Diazirine (c-CH$_2$N$_2$) was synthesized in the same glass vacuum line that was used in the synthesis of diazomethane.\textsuperscript{20,39} A mixture containing $\sim$1.5\% c-CH$_2$N$_2$ in helium at a backing pressure of $\sim$2 atm was introduced into the source chamber of the differentially pumped vacuum apparatus through a pulsed piezoelectric nozzle (10 Hz, 0.5 mm diameter). The rotational temperature of the skimmed molecular beam was estimated at $\sim$10 K on the basis of expansion conditions and previous results. The diazirine/He sample survived for several days until depleted by use.

REMPI spectra were recorded by integrating separately ion peaks of appropriate masses as a function of laser excitation wavelength. The UV laser beam was the linearly polarized radiation from a Continuum Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser (Surelite III/ND6000) using rhodamine 610 dye (Exciton). The dye laser output was frequency-doubled (Inrad Autotracker III), producing UV pulses with maximum energy of 3.0 mJ at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser radiation was focused with a 40 cm focal length (f.l.) lens at the center of the ionization region. Wavelength calibration was accomplished by using atomic carbon lines observed in 2 + 1 REMPI.\textsuperscript{40}

Ion images of CH$^+$ were obtained by using the dc slice variant of VMI\textsuperscript{36} CH$^+$ ions produced by $2 + 1$ REMPI via the D$^2$Π (v' = 2) $\rightarrow$ X$^2$Π (v'' = 0) transition were extracted and accelerated by the ion optics toward a 42 mm MCP detector to an energy of 3.0 mJ at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser radiation was focused with a 40 cm focal length (f.l.) lens at the center of the ionization region. Wavelength calibration was accomplished by using atomic carbon lines observed in 2 + 1 REMPI.\textsuperscript{40}

3. Computational Studies of the Electronically Excited and Ionized States of Diazirine

The equilibrium geometry and vibrational frequencies of neutral diazirine ground state were calculated by CCSD(T)/42-44 using the cc-pVTZ basis\textsuperscript{45} and by B3LYP\textsuperscript{46} using the 6-311G(d,p) basis. The equilibrium geometry of the cation was calculated using B3LYP/6-311G(d,p). Vertical excitation energies were calculated using EOM-CCSD\textsuperscript{47-51} with 6-311G(3df,2p) basis. The equilibrium geometry of the cation was determined using the Molden interface.\textsuperscript{52} All EOM-CCSD excited states were dominated by single excitations.

The excited valence states $1^1$B$_2$ (\(\pi^* \rightarrow n\)) and $1^1$A$_2$ (\(\pi^* \rightarrow \sigma_{nn}\)) were optimized by EOM-CCSD/6-311G** under C$_2v$ constraint using analytic gradients.\textsuperscript{53} For the lowest state, $1^1$B$_2$ (\(\pi^* \rightarrow n\)), the optimized structure is a true minimum as confirmed by vibrational frequency calculations. For the $1^1$A$_2$ (\(\pi^* \rightarrow \sigma_{nn}\)) state, we were not able to perform frequency calculations in this basis because of the limitations of the finite differences code and the large density of states in this energy range. To validate the structure of this state, we optimized the geometry starting from the C$_1$ distorted structure and computed mental images over all angles and converting velocity to energy distributions. For energy calibration, photoelectrons obtained by NO ionization via the A$^2$Σ$^+$ state were used.\textsuperscript{37}

Diazirine was produced in a glass reactor that was charged with 15.0 g of 3CH$_2$(NH$_2$)$_2$·4H$_2$SO$_4$ in powder form, and a NaCl/ice mixture maintained at $-15$ to $-10$ °C. 3CH$_2$(NH$_2$)$_2$·4H$_2$SO$_4$ was prepared according to the method of Ohme and Schmitz.\textsuperscript{20,35} The reactor was submerged in an external salt/ice bath at the same temperature. A pressure-equalized addition funnel isolated from the reactor by greaseless Teflon/high vacuum valves was charged with 150 mL of NaOCl solution (10–14\% by weight) and 30 mL of NaOH (≈25 M). The reactor and the addition funnel were evacuated, and the solutions were degassed. The NaOCl/NaOH solution was then added dropwise over the course of 10 min to the reactor. The resulting c-CH$_2$N$_2$ was purified by passing the gas through two traps held at $-78$ °C with a dry ice/ethanol slush and was collected in a 12 L glass flask housed in a steel mesh box and protected from exposure to light. The pressure of c-CH$_2$N$_2$ was kept at less than 30 Torr. The purity of the diazirine sample was assessed from its IR and UV spectra, which were in good agreement with published spectra\textsuperscript{21,39,41} and contained negligible amounts of impurities.

We wish to emphasize that c-CH$_2$N$_2$ is a toxic and hazardous gas, which can decompose explosively and spontaneously, and thus appropriate safety precautions must be taken. c-CH$_2$N$_2$ should be handled only at low pressures and on a small scale. At no time should the gas be allowed to condense into the liquid phase. Throughout our experiments, a pressure of 30 Torr was never exceeded. Safety equipment (safety glasses, face shields, leather gloves, and protective clothing, such as leather suits, Kevlar sleeves, and earplugs) must be used at all times. Care must be taken to avoid known triggers of c-CH$_2$N$_2$ decomposition such as intense light and abrupt changes in temperature, pressure, and phase.
The first ionization removes an electron from the highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), which is the 3b1 orbital denoted as n in Figure 1. This orbital features σ-type bonding between an atomic p orbital on carbon and out-of-plane s orbitals on the nitrogens (see Figure 1). The geometry change upon ionization from this orbital is consistent with a weakening bonding interaction in the CN bonds; consequently, the cation resembles a weakly bound N2+⋯CH2+ as described before.31 Indeed, at the CCSD/6-311G(2df,p) level of theory, the cation lies only 0.73 eV (16.9 kcal/mol) below the N2 + CH3+ asymptote. The vertical IE calculated at the B3LYP neutral geometry with the EOM-IP-CCSD/6-311G(2df,p) method is 10.71 eV. This agrees well with the experimental value;25 triples corrections are not required for this system. The Rydberg states are expected to have structures similar to the cation and thus should be weakly bound.

The vertical excitation energies, their leading configuration state functions, and one-photon oscillator strengths are summarized in Table 2, along with oscillator strengths for transitions from the 1B2 state to higher electronic states. One-photon vertical excitations from the ground state show that the strongest excitation is to the 3p3 Rydberg state.

Transition dipole moments were also calculated between excited states in a single EOM-CCSD calculation. This allowed us to obtain oscillator strengths specifically from the 1B2 (π* ← n) state to the other EOM states.

The lowest excited state is a valence 1B2 (π* ← n) excitation at 4.27 eV (293 nm). Well separated from this state, there is a cluster of states between 7.2 and 8.0 eV (174–156 nm); these are the n = 3 Rydberg states and the valence 1A2 (π* ← σNN) state. Absorption to these states agree reasonably well with the measured absorptions spectrum of diazirine at 165–145 nm.24

The oscillator strengths in excitation from the 1B2 state show that the dominant transition is to the second valence state, 1A2, rather than to the Rydberg states. The oscillator strength for the 1A2 ← 1B2 transition is about an order of magnitude greater than that for 1B2 ← 1A1 excitation, implying high probability for a two-photon transition via the intermediate 1B2 state. Excitation to 1A2 is forbidden in one-photon transition from the ground state, but is allowed in two-photon excitation via the 1B2 state.

Excitation to the 1A2 (π* ← σNN) state removes an electron from a bonding orbital along NN (Figure 1) and places it into the π* orbital, which is antibonding along NN. Both orbitals have electron density localized along the NN bond, and thus the excitation doubly weakens this bond.

Comparing geometries of the 1A2 and ground state reveals elongation of the NN bond by 0.22 Å, which is very close to a single N−N bond length (1.45 Å), and opening of the NCN angle by approximately 9°. The CN bond length decreases only slightly, by 0.024 Å. Even though the geometry optimization produces a stable structure, the considerable reduction of the formal bonding character of this state suggests a small barrier to dissociation and nearly dissociative character. Moreover, the elongated NN bond may facilitate isomerization to isodiazirine in which the NN bond is a single bond (see below). The limitations of the employed single-reference methods do not allow us to characterize the potential energy surface (PES) too far from the Franck-Condon region.

This state was also found to be bound by the CASSCF calculations of Arenas et al.,13 who performed surface-hopping calculations to model photoinduced dynamics on this state, referred to by them as S2. They reported fast (~40 fs) radiationless relaxation to the 1B2 state (S1 in their notation).
via a conical intersection followed by dissociation to methylene and N₂. However, the low level of theory employed in their work (i.e., small basis, considering only valence states, no dynamical correlation included) can adversely affect their results. For example, ref 13 reported unbound equilibrium structure for the 1²B₁ (π* ← n) state, in disagreement with our calculations and the experimental Franck–Condon progressions.²¹,²³

4. Experimental Results

Our first experiments were aimed at observing the REMPI spectrum of the parent diazirine by 1 + 2 REMPI via the bound 1²B₁ state. Figure 3a presents an action spectrum recorded at mle = 14 (CH₂⁺) with 1.0 mJ of 305−327 nm laser radiation focused by a 40 cm f.l. lens. The spectrum consists mainly of a structureless continuum with absorption starting at ∼324.0 nm (30 860 cm⁻¹). Superimposed on this continuum are broad peaks at 321.4 nm (31 114 cm⁻¹), 318.9 nm (31 358 cm⁻¹), 312.5 nm and 315.1 nm (31 736 cm⁻¹) with 0.8 and 0.3 mJ energies (40 cm f.l. lens) for (a) and (b), respectively. The spectrum in (b) is about 10 times higher in intensity than the one in (a).

The CH₂⁺ action spectra were seen only at fairly high laser fluences (≥0.5 mJ), and they exhibited qualitatively a greater than linear dependence on fluence. However, because of the small CH₂⁺ signal, no accurate fluence dependence could be measured. No signal at mle = 42 from the parent diazirine ion has been detected, suggesting that the generated c-CH₂N₂⁺ cations are unstable. Because CH₂⁺ ions are observed only at

**TABLE 1: Calculated Equilibrium Structures for the Ground, 1¹B₂, and 1¹A₂ Valence States of the Neutral and the Ground State of the Cation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Eₑₑₑ (hartree)</th>
<th>rₑₑₑ⁻N (Å)</th>
<th>rₑₑₑ⁻N (Å)</th>
<th>rₑₑₑ⁻H (Å)</th>
<th>∠HCH (deg)</th>
<th>∠NNC (deg)</th>
<th>∠NCN (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1¹A₂</td>
<td>64.158275</td>
<td>1.477</td>
<td>1.229</td>
<td>1.075</td>
<td>119.6</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>49.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1¹B₂</td>
<td>62.318876</td>
<td>1.534</td>
<td>1.260</td>
<td>1.083</td>
<td>120.3</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>48.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1¹A₂</td>
<td>61.730487</td>
<td>1.453</td>
<td>1.422</td>
<td>1.093</td>
<td>117.1</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1¹B₂</td>
<td>62.797366</td>
<td>1.617</td>
<td>1.444</td>
<td>1.082</td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Upper values calculated using CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ, lower values using B3LYP/6-311G(2df,p), respectively. Experimental geometrical values: rₑₑₑ⁻N, 1.482 ± 0.003 Å; rₑₑₑ⁻N, 1.228 ± 0.003 Å; rₑₑₑ⁻H, 1.09 ± 0.02 Å; ∠HCH, 117 ± 2°.²⁶

**TABLE 2: Vertical Excitation Energies (ΔEₑₑₑ, eV), Oscillator Strengths (fₑₑₑ)/(Oscillator Strengths from 1¹B₂ State), Dipole Strengths (μ, atomic units), and Changes in Second Dipole Moment of Charge Distributions (Δ(ΔR²), squared atomic units) for the Excited States of c-CH₂N₂ at EOM-CCSD/6-311(3+,+)G**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>ΔEₑₑₑ</th>
<th>fₑₑₑ</th>
<th>μₑₑₑ²</th>
<th>Δ(ΔR²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1¹B₂</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>0.004/(-)</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1¹B₂</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>0.0006/0(0)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1¹A₂</td>
<td>7.61</td>
<td>0/(0.059)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2¹A₂</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>0.099/(0.013)</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2¹B₂</td>
<td>7.88</td>
<td>0.0210/(0)</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2¹A₂</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>0/(0.015)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a At the B3LYP/6-311G(2df,p) optimized geometry; Eₑₑₑ = -148.417293 hartree.

**Figure 3.** Survey REMPI spectra of diazirine obtained by monitoring (a) mle = 14 (CH₂⁺) and (b) mle = 13 (CH⁺) at wavelengths 305−327 nm with 0.8 and 0.3 mJ energies (40 cm f.l. lens) for (a) and (b), respectively. The spectrum in (b) is about 10 times higher in intensity than the one in (a).
Figure 4. 2 + 1 REMPI spectrum of the CH(X) fragment (mle = 13). Assignments of rotational CH(X, N′) levels for the D^2Π (υ′ = 2) ← X^2Π (υ′ = 0) transition are marked on top of the corresponding peaks. Lines marked “a” belong to a different band system; the line marked “b” points to the 2p3p1S0 atomic carbon transition. Arrows mark peak wavelengths at which ion images of CH⁺ have been taken.

305–324 nm laser wavelengths, which is the region of one-photon 1B2 ← 1A1 absorption, we suggest that the CH₂⁺ ion fragment is formed by first excitation to 1B2, followed by excitation to higher excited states leading to dissociative ionization or autoionization of a superexcited state.

Simultaneous recordings of mle = 12 (C⁺), 13 (CH⁺), and 14 (CH₂⁺) signals at 0.8 mJ laser fluence (40 cm f.l. lens) show that the mle = 14 (CH₂⁺) signal is about 6 times smaller than the mle = 13 (CH⁺) signal. The mle = 12 and 13 spectral shapes are similar (see below). The c-CH₂N₂ ion mass (mle = 42) was not observed under any conditions.

At lower laser fluences, the predominant peak is CH⁺ at mle = 13, and its action spectrum, shown in Figure 3b, is quite different from that of CH₂⁺. Figure 4 shows part of the structured REMPI spectrum of CH⁺ observed at 310.5–314.2 nm with 0.3 mJ laser fluence. It is noteworthy that similar spectra were observed in the multiphoton dissociation of ketene (CH₂CO), bromoform, and t-butyl nitrite and were assigned to the CH 2 + 1 REMPI spectrum via the CH D^2Π (υ′ = 2) ← X^2Π (υ′ = 0) transition. Rotational assignments for this transition are marked in Figure 4. We use N′′ for the rotational states because CH(X) reaches Hund’s case (b) at low rotational levels. The dependence of the CH⁺ ion signal on laser pulse energy, determined at several excitation wavelengths, is slightly higher than quadratic (Figure 5). We note that a similar but weaker REMPI spectrum was obtained by monitoring C⁺ at mle = 12; C⁺ is known to be a product of predissociation of CH⁺.

DC sliced images of CH⁺ ions resulting from 2 + 1 REMPI of CH(X)²Π fragments generated in diazirine dissociation at 312.10 nm (64 082 cm⁻¹; Q₂(N′′ = 9)) and 310.91 nm (64 328 cm⁻¹; R branch near bandhead (N′′ = 6 and 9)) and the corresponding center-of-mass (c.m.) translational energy distributions (assuming dissociation to CH + HN₂) are displayed in Figures 6 and 7, respectively, along with their recoil anisotropy parameters β₂ and β₄. The derived translational energy distribution is broad and structureless, peaking at about 8000 cm⁻¹ and extending to 20 500 ± 1000 cm⁻¹. The angular distributions were fit by the formula:

\[ I(\theta) = C[1 + \beta_2 P_2(\cos \theta) + \beta_4 P_4(\cos \theta)] \]

where \( P_n(x) \) is the nth Legendre polynomial, \( \beta_n \) is the recoil anisotropy parameter, and \( C \) is a normalization constant.

Both images have anisotropic angular distributions, which are well described for \( E_T = 5000–15 000 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) by \( \beta_2 = -0.61 \pm 0.1 \) and \( \beta_4 = -0.10 \) at \( \lambda_{ph} = 312.10 \text{ nm} \), and \( \beta_2 = -0.72 \pm 0.1 \) and \( \beta_4 \approx 0 \) at \( \lambda_{ph} = 310.91 \text{ nm} \). The translational energy distribution does not change when the laser fluence is varied.

5. Discussion

a. Excited States and Photoionization of Diazirine. The electronic structure calculations of diazirine’s excited states show that, in addition to the low-lying 1B₂(π* → π) state common to all diazirines, there is a cluster of states in diazirine at 7.6–8.3 eV, which consists of the \( n = 3 \) Rydberg states (s
The observation that CH$_2^+$ as well as the recoil anisotropy parameters energy distribution, in the R-bandhead region. In the bottom panel, the c.m. translational $r_1^B$ state suggest that the most efficient excitation is to the intermediate state. The oscillator strength calculations from the $1^1B_2$ ($\pi^* \rightarrow \sigma_{NN}$) valence state, and this oscillator strength is greater by a factor of 4 than to the $2^1A_1(3p_y)$ and $2^1A_2(3p_y)$ Rydberg states. Thus, we believe that the main excitation process responsible for ionization and photodissociation of diazirine in our experiments is a sequential two-photon process $1^1A_2 \rightarrow 1^1B_2 \rightarrow 1^1A_2$, which accesses the bound but dissociative $1^1A_2$ valence state (see section 3).

Accepting this as the main excitation process explains the high propensity for dissociative photoionization observed in the REMPI spectrum of diazirine. Both the $1^1B_2$ and the $1^1A_2$ states have geometries that differ significantly from the ground-state ion, and this would lead to internally excited and predissociative diazirine cations. Three photons are required for ionization of diazirine, giving rise to ions that can have >1 eV of internal energy above the 10.3 eV adiabatic ionization energy. The dissociation energy of the ion is calculated at 0.73 eV above its ground state, and its geometry resembles that of the loosely bound CH$_2^+$ ⋯ N$_2$ complex (see Table 1 and Figure 2); thus, the observation that CH$_2^+$ fragment ions are the main photoionization products is not surprising.

Detection of Ionization and Dissociation Products. As discussed above, following 324–305 nm laser irradiation, multiphoton processes lead to ionization and photodissociation. The wavelength range at which CH$_2^+$ ions are detected coincides with the $1^1B_2 \rightarrow 1^1A_2$ structured absorption system of diazirine, but the vibronic features observed in the CH$_2^+$ action spectrum are much broader than those in the corresponding one-photon absorption spectrum. This difference is rationalized by realizing that the CH$_2^+$ photoionization spectrum is a result of multiple photon excitation via the dissociative $1^1A_2$ ($\pi^* \rightarrow \sigma_{NN}$) intermediate state. Thus, there is competition between fast dissociation and ionization, and the effective lifetime for ionization via 1 + 1 REMPI is determined by dissociation in the second intermediate state. This explains both the significant lifetime broadening and the low yield of CH$_2^+$ ions, which are detected only at higher laser fluences. We also note that no REMPI signal from neutral N$_2$ and CH$_2$ photofragments is detected.

The CH(X) 2 + 1 REMPI spectrum observed via the D$^3\Pi$ ($\nu' = 2$) → X$^2\Pi$ ($\nu'' = 0$) transition is well-known, but its analysis is complicated by severe predissociation in the upper D state. As discussed above, similar REMPI spectra of CH(X) have been observed in multiphoton dissociation of several precursors. In studies of photoion and photoelectron spectroscopy, it has been established that the predissociation rate in the D$^3\Pi$, ($\nu' = 2$) state increases greatly for rotational levels $N' \geq 11$ as a result of curve crossing with repulsive states, and rotational transitions from CH(X) that terminate in $N' \geq 11$ in the D state cannot be observed. As a result of this predissociation, it is impossible to determine the effective rotational line strengths and infer populations. However, it is clear from our spectra that the decrease in the observed line intensities starts at $N'' < 11$, before fast predissociation sets in, indicating that the maximum in the rotational distribution is lower than the predissociation limit. It is also evident that the lowest rotational levels have small populations, indicating that the rotational distribution is shifted to higher rotational states and is probably nonstatistical.

Particularly striking is the similarity between the CH(X) REMPI spectra obtained in this work and the corresponding REMPI and LIF spectra of CH(X) obtained in two-photon dissociation of the isoelectronic ketene at comparable levels of parent excitation. In the next section, we expand on this similarity and discuss possible dissociation mechanisms.

Pathways Leading to CH(X) Fragments. The most intriguing experimental finding of this work is the intense REMPI spectrum assigned to CH(X) fragments. The anisotropic angular distribution indicates that fast dissociation via a perpendicular transition is responsible for its formation. From the observation that all of the rotational branches in the CH(X) spectrum in the region 310–316 nm can be detected, we infer that the absorption by the CH(X) precursor is broad and not state specific. Although we cannot offer a definitive mechanism for the production of CH(X), we describe below several possible pathways and discuss our strong preference for one of them.

From the high CH(X) translational energies determined from the photofragment images, we conclude that this fragment must be generated by absorption of at least two photons. One-photon production of CH(X) from ground-state diazirine requires wavelengths <207 nm (48 300 cm$^{-1}$; 138 kcal/mol), whereas CH(X) production is observed with 314 nm excitation (31 800 cm$^{-1}$), and the fragments are born with substantial translational energies.

Before discussing possible reaction pathways, an assessment of the dissociation energy of diazirine to produce CH fragments is needed. The largest uncertainty derives from the value of the heat of formation of diazirine. The two experimental values (obtained over 35 years ago) differ greatly from each other, 60.6–66 kcal/mol and 79.3 kcal/mol, and each determination is associated with experimental difficulties. The NIST
TABLE 3: Calculated Values of \( \Delta H_f^\circ \) of Diazomethane and Diazirine (kcal/mol)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>diazomethane</th>
<th>diazirine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 K</td>
<td>298 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.42, 65.68</td>
<td>63.18, 64.15</td>
<td>77.9, 74.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chemistry Webbook\(^69\) gives both values, and the issue has remained the subject of debate.\(^72\)\(^-\)\(^75\) In the past 15 years, with theoretical methods achieving chemical accuracy, the heats of formation of diazirine and its structural isomer diazomethane (whose heat of formation is just as controversial) areas calculated using high-level electronic structure methods, and a re-evaluation of the accepted values was called for.\(^72\)\(^-\)\(^73\) In Table 3, we summarize the calculated heats of formation, \( \Delta H_f^\circ \), which are much more convergent than the experimental ones.

Several authors have calculated heats of formation of diazomethane and diazirine through various pathways. Gordon and Kass\(^11\)\(^,\)\(^12\) employed the atomization reaction and two isodesmic reactions using the G2 model chemistry, giving average values of 64.3 and 74.5 kcal/mol for \( \Delta H_f^\circ \) of diazomethane and diazirine at 0 K, respectively.

Catoire\(^74\) reported CBS-Q and G2 heats of formation for several species produced by the decomposition reactions of monomethylhydrazine. Ab initio atomization reactions and atomic heats of formation at 0 K (gas phase) were calculated, giving values of 65.4 and 65.7 kcal/mol for CBS-Q and G2 methods for diazomethane, respectively, and 78.0 and 76.0 for diazirine.

Walch\(^72\) reported heats of formation using CASSCF methods with double-\(\zeta\) Dunning basis sets for geometries, and internally contracted configuration interaction (CCI) for energetics with double-, triple-, and quadruple-\(\zeta\) Dunning bases. He recommended the value of \( \Delta H_f^\circ \) of diazomethane. Dixon et al.\(^75\) reported 65.3 and 66.7 kcal/mol for the heat of formation of diazomethane at 298 and 0 K, respectively, computed using the CCSD(T) method and CBS extrapolation, which is the most accurate theoretical estimate. All calculations included zero-point corrections via harmonic frequency calculations.

For diazomethane, both G2 calculations\(^11\)\(^,\)\(^74\) are within 1 kcal/mol of the result of Dixon et al.,\(^73\) suggesting similar accuracy for the respective diazirine values. Thus, for diazomethane, the preferred theoretical value is \( \Delta H_f^\circ = 67 \pm 3 \) kcal/mol, much closer to the experimental value of \( 67 \) kcal/mol recommended by Setzer and Rabinovitch\(^75\) than to values given in the NIST Chemistry Webbook.\(^69\) Moreover, in all of the calculations, diazirine is found to lie 10 \pm 1 kcal/mol above the ground state of diazomethane, allowing us to adapt the thermochemistry of diazomethane reactions to the case of diazirine (see below).\(^11\)\(^-\)\(^17\)\(^,\)\(^72\)\(^,\)\(^74\)

We conclude that theoretical heats of formation for diazirine are 75 \pm 2 and 77 \pm 2 kcal/mol at 298 and 0 K, respectively. These values are much closer to those recommended by Paullett and Ettlinger,\(^76\) than to those of Laufer and Okabe.\(^74\)

In agreement with the calculations, in what follows we have adopted the value of \( 77 \pm 3 \) kcal/mol as the heat of formation of diazirine at 0 K. We use the calculated value \( \Delta H_f^\circ = 60.8 \) kcal/mol for the heat of formation of HN\(_2\)\(^73\) and the accepted values of \( \Delta H_f^\circ \) for H, CH, and CH\(_2\)(1\(^A\)_1) of 51.63,\(^76\) 141.61 \pm 0.14,\(^77\) and 102.37 \pm 0.38 kcal/mol,\(^77\) respectively.

The most direct dissociation process leading to CH(X) formation is:

\[
c-\text{CH}_2\text{N}_2(1^1\text{A}_1) + 2\nu \rightarrow \text{CH}(X^2\Sigma^+\text{II}) + \text{HN}_2(1^2\Sigma^\prime\text{II}); \Delta H_f^\circ = 125 \pm 4 \text{ kcal/mol (I)}
\]

The HN\(_2\) product is metastable and is calculated to lie 9 kcal/mol above the thermochemical threshold for H + N\(_2\).\(^78\) Thus the overall dissociation process is:

\[
c-\text{CH}_2\text{N}_2(1^1\text{A}_1) + 2\nu \rightarrow \text{CH}(X^2\Sigma^+\text{II}) + \text{H}(^3\text{S}) + \text{N}_2(X^1\Sigma^\text{+}); \Delta H_f^\circ = 32.6 \text{ kcal/mol (I(a))}
\]

and then add to it the energy required to dissociate CH\(_2\)(1\(^A\)_1) to CH(X, \( N'' = 9 \)) + H and subtract 9 kcal/mol for the formation of the HN\(_2\) product. Taking into account the 10 kcal/mol difference between the heats of formation of diazirine and diazomethane, we obtain that reaction I should require 126 kcal/mol, which corresponds to a c.m. translational energy of \( \leq 19 \) 900 cm\(^-1\), again in good agreement with the experimental result. We conclude, therefore, that our results are well explained by reaction I.

Moreover, on the basis of our results and the recent theoretical calculations, we argue that the heat of formation of diazirine at 0 K should be revised upward to \( 77 \pm 3 \) kcal/mol and that the diazomethane value should be lower by 10 kcal/mol. We note that using the calculated value for the heat of formation of the diazirinyl radical of 117 \pm 1.0 kcal/mol\(^81\)\(^,\)\(^82\) and the calculated \( D_h = 93 \) kcal/mol for \( c-\text{CH}_2\text{N}_2(1^1\text{A}_1) \rightarrow c-\text{CH}_2\text{N}_2(1^2\text{A}_2) + \text{H}(^3\text{S}),\(^83\)\) we obtain that the heat of formation of diazirine is 76 kcal/mol.

Reaction I is the only one that can generate CH(X) via absorption of two photons and thus should be the favored dissociation pathway. Inspection of the recoil anisotropy parameters shows that in the region where the intensity of CH(X) is substantial, the \( \beta_2 \) parameter is fairly constant and is typical of one-photon excitation via a perpendicular transition. This suggests that the anisotropy is determined largely in the second step, that is, excitation from the long-lived intermediate 1\(^B_2\) state to the dissociative 1\(^A_2\) state.

The fluorescence dependence of CH(X) production in these one-color experiments is not very revealing. At the fluorescence levels where reasonable signals are obtained (\( > 0.15 \) mJ, 40 cm f.l. lens), the intensity dependence is slightly higher than quadratic; however, this dependence reflects mainly the two-photon nature.
of the CH D ← X excitation rather than the 1 + 1 photon excitation process in diazirine.

The most likely mechanism of reaction I involves initial isomerization to isodiazirine, with transfer of a hydrogen atom from carbon to nitrogen:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
N \quad H \\
H \quad C \\
\end{array}
\quad 2hv
\quad H \quad C \quad H
\quad 11b
\]

Such isomerization is in general inefficient; however, it is known that in the family of the so-called 16-electron molecules, atom shifts are unusually facile. In particular, in the photodissociation of isotopically labeled ketene (H\textsubscript{12}C\textsuperscript{13}CO), scrambling between the two carbon isotopes in the CO product has been ascribed to the formation of the cyclic intermediate oxirane, c-HOCH\textsubscript{16,83} accompanied by a hydrogen shift.

Moreover, in the two-photon excitation of ketene at comparable wavelengths (279.3 and 308 nm), Ball et al. observed efficient production of CH(X) fragments and obtained their rotational distributions by LIF. The rotational distributions are bell-shaped, with widths of 10–15 N and maxima that shift to higher N values at higher excitation energies. The authors favor a mechanism in which isomerization of ketene to the formylmethylenic isomer (HCCHO) via the cyclic oxirane precedes dissociation to CH(X).

In contrast, in the one-photon dissociation of ketene at 157.6 nm, the predominant product channel is CH\textsubscript{2} + CO, while the H + HCCO and CH + HCO channels account for less than 5% of the products. One-photon dissociation, in this case, is assumed to proceed via excitation to the 3d Rydberg state, and the mechanism is different than in 1 + 1 photon excitation at about the same level of energy. It appears, therefore, that one- and two-photon dissociation processes in ketene at comparable excitation energies proceed via different mechanisms.

In conclusion, a pathway that is initiated by two-photon absorption in diazirine and evolves via isomerization and H-shift to dissociation (either simultaneously or sequentially) agrees well with our experimental observations and can also explain the high internal energies deposited in the cofragment. We point out that in the 1\textsuperscript{1}A\textsubscript{2} state of diazirine, the calculated N–N bond length is 1.422 Å, close to the single bond length of isodiazirine, calculated at 1.56–1.63 Å.\textsuperscript{85–87} This should facilitate isomerization either directly on the excited state or via a conical intersection with the ground state.

Below we discuss briefly two other possible routes to CH(X) and assess their feasibility. The first is a sequential pathway initiated by breaking one C–H bond by two-photon absorption followed by one-photon dissociation of the diazirinyl radical, c-HCNN:

\[
c-\text{CH}_2\text{N}_2(1^1\text{A}_1) + 2hv \rightarrow c-\text{HCNN}(1^2\text{A}''') + \text{H}^2\text{S};
\]

\[
\Delta H^\circ = 93 \text{ kcal/mol (II(a))}
\]

Assuming that the maximum CH(X) translational energy allowed by the thermochemistry in each step is achieved, translational energies higher than 21 000 cm\textsuperscript{-1} may be observed. In step IIa, both the cyclic and the open-chain HCNN may be generated.

To date, there is no experimental information on the diazirinyl radical, but calculations show that it is a stable species, close in its heat of formation to the open-chain HCNN, HNCN, and CNNH structural isomers.\textsuperscript{81,82,88–91} The HCNN system has recently attracted attention because of its relevance to the CH + N\textsubscript{2} reaction mechanism, and the facile isomerization among different structural isomers has been discussed.\textsuperscript{81,82,88–91} Experimentally, while no studies of diazirinyl photodissociation are available, Neumark and co-workers have studied the photodissociation of jet-cooled open-chain HCNN radicals via a parallel transition at wavelengths that coincide with the photon energies used in the current experiments.\textsuperscript{92} HCNN exhibits broad absorption features at 26 000–40 000 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, with an onset of dissociation at about 25 400 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, resulting in a broad translational energy distribution in the CH(X) radical. While this mechanism can explain the observed high translational energies, it does not explain the observed anisotropy parameter. Also, the requirement for three-photon absorption plus two photon for detection makes this pathway less likely than mechanism I, and the importance of reaction IIa needs to be established independently.

Another reaction sequence that may, in principle, lead to formation of CH(X) with high translational energies is initial one-photon dissociation on the 1\textsuperscript{1}B\textsubscript{2} state of diazirine to generate CH\textsubscript{2} fragments in one of the three lowest singlet states, followed by two-photon absorption in CH\textsubscript{2} to generate CH(X). We feel that such a sequence is unlikely, because (i) the one-photon 1\textsuperscript{1}B\textsubscript{2} ← 1\textsuperscript{1}A\textsubscript{1} absorption in diazirine is highly structured, and (ii) the subsequent photon absorption by the small radical CH\textsubscript{2} should also be structured and not necessarily coincide with the CH D ← X absorption at all wavelengths. Thus, the broad and even nature of the absorption spectrum in our studies leads us to believe that the first step involves 1 + 1 excitation to the 1\textsuperscript{1}A\textsubscript{2} state followed by dissociation to CH(X).

6. Summary

Multiphoton ionization and dissociation processes in diazirine have been studied both experimentally (via 304–325 nm two-photon absorption) and theoretically by using the EOM-CCSD and B3LYP methods. The electronic structure calculations identified two valence states and four Rydberg states in the region 4.0–8.5 eV. In one-photon excitation, the calculated strongest absorption is to the 2\textsuperscript{1}A\textsubscript{2}(3\textsuperscript{2}P) Rydberg state, whereas in two-photon absorption at comparable energies—the low-lying 1\textsuperscript{1}B\textsubscript{2} valence state, the strongest absorption is predicted to reach the dissociative valence 1\textsuperscript{1}A\textsubscript{2} state. The diazirine ion should be rather unstable, with a binding energy of only 0.73 eV and a geometry that resembles a weakly bound CH\textsubscript{2}^+\textsuperscript{····N\textsubscript{2}} complex.

On the basis of the electronic structure calculations, we conclude that two-photon absorption in diazirine is very efficient. Weak absorption to the 1\textsuperscript{1}B\textsubscript{2} state is immediately followed by more efficient absorption of another photon to reach the 1\textsuperscript{1}A\textsubscript{2} state from which competition between ionization and fast dissociation takes place. Absorption of a third photon leads to
dissociative photoionization with the formation of \( \text{CH}_3^+ \) fragment ions. No parent diazirine ions are detected.

Two-photon dissociation on the \( 1^1A_2 \) state leads to efficient detection of CH(X) fragments. We propose that the most likely route to CH(X) formation is isomerization to isodiazirine followed by dissociation. This mechanism agrees well with the measured maximum in the c.m. translational energy and is similar to the proposed mechanism for formation of CH(X) in two-photon dissociation of the isoelectronic ketene. \(^{96}\) Comparison between one- and two-photon dissociation at 150–170 nm would be enlightening.

In closing, and in agreement with previous theoretical papers, \(^{1,12-75}\) we call for a revision of the heats of formation in Chemistry and Physics of Open-Shell and Electronically Excited Species Data Series, National Bureau of Standards; U.S. Government: Washington, DC, 1971; Vol. 1.
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